MOBILE SYNC FOR
SECURE INSTAMAIL
WEBMAIL
Now you can sync your email, calendar, and
contacts from Secure Instamail Webmail to
your iPhone® or Android® devices.

Hosted Email
Secure Instamail Email hosting gives you the power to securely manage email from any web browser or the device of your choice - no licenses to
keep track of or software to download.
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On the Web

On Your Mobile

Works with your favorite desktop
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Check

software like Outlook®, Thunderbird®,
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Secure Instamail Email
With Secure Instamail hosted email services, you can access your mail when, how, and anywhere you need to, plus you get:
Support.

25GB Mailboxes & 50MB Attachments.

With exclusive support by phone or ticket, your

No need to delete. Our 10GB mailboxes hold up to 10

complete satisfaction is our sole ambition—anything

years worth of email, and we're working to make them

less is unacceptable.

even larger.

Satisfaction-Guaranteed Uptime.

Works with Exchange

If your business email is down, business can come to a

Save money with the Exchange Hybrid. This option offers

standstill. That’s why we have a rock-solid SLA to

Exchange

protect you. Since you’re not locked into a long-term

Secure Instamail Email mailboxes on a single domain. We

contract, we need to keep you happy to keep your

make business email affordable for all businesses.

mailboxes,

plus,

affordable,

full-featured,

business.

Premium Spam & Virus Protection.

Easy Transition

To keep your systems safe from email-borne threats,

Breeze through the setup of your hosted email service

messages received from external mailboxes undergo

with a dedicated Transition Team member walking you

three spam and virus scans.

through the necessary steps. Need migration assistance?

Click here to read more…

We can help.

Secure Encryption.

Mobile Sync for Secure Instamail Webmail

Latest SSL encryption techniques hide data during

Sync your Email, Contacts and Calendars between your

transmission so Internet crooks can't access your

webmail account and your Smartphone with Mobile Sync

sensitive mail.

for Instamail Webmail (additional fee/month).

Control Panel

Free 250MB of SharePoint Sites

Manage your entire hosted email environment, including

All of our email accounts have access to 250MB of

permissions, storage, mailbox creation, and more with

SharePoint storage for free. Get more organized using

just a few clicks using our intuitive Control Panel.

Microsoft's powerful collaboration tool combined with your
email for no additional charge.

Ad-Free and Privacy Guaranteed

Daily Backups.

Unlike hosted email services such as Google Gmail™,

Email data is saved nightly to top tier data centers.

Microsoft Hotmail®, and Yahoo!® Email we don't read

Restore from the past 14 days directly from the Control

your email, and we never show you ads.

Panel at no additional cost.

50MB Attachments

Auto-Setup Tool

With Instamail hosted email, inboxes won't choke on

Instantly detects and configures Outlook, Thunderbird,

photos, videos, and other large file attachments with

and other popular email software. Easily set up a new

twice the attachment size limit of other providers.

email account or adjust settings for an existing account.

API Integration

Shared Calendars and Company Directory

Integrate our services into your workflow with our REST

Share your calendar with multiple users, create multiple

API. You'll have programmatic access to manage Admin

calendars, and import events from other calendar

Users, Insta Email & Exchange Mailboxes, Spam

sources. Quickly access users' information from the

Settings, and Single-Sign-On capabilities..

shared Company Directory in the email interface or create
personal contact lists to keep track of frequent contacts.

OUR EMAIL HOSTING SERVICES
 Use Outlook, Thunderbird or Entourage to check and send
email.
 Send and receive invites to friends and co-workers using Insta
Email or hosted Exchange email.
 Check and send email via a web-based email interface with
either email hosting service.
 Have Calendar, Contact Manager, Task List Manager, Notes,
and other features like in Outlook.
 Share calendars and collaborate with co-workers like in

EMAIL ON SMART PHONES
 Check and send email via my Phone.
 Sync incoming email messages on Phone with regular email
account.
 Sync outgoing email messages on Phone with my regular email
account
 Sync folders in regular email account with Phone.
 Sync Calendar and Contacts with desktop email software, like
Microsoft Outlook
 The above mentioned features are enabled for free

Outlook.
 Sync email and folders on the web with desktop email
software, like Microsoft Outlook using IMAP.
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Spam Filtering
We estimate that over 95% of all email traffic is spam. Spam is not only a distraction; it can serve as a vector for viruses, malware, and
phishing attacks. The proliferation of spam has led to millions of dollars in lost productivity and additional infrastructure costs for businesses
and service providers. Businesses that maintain in-house email servers are fighting a losing battle against spam because spammer tactics are
constantly evolving. To defeat spam, the defensive technology and techniques must stay one step ahead of the rapidly changing threat.

Multi-layered Email Spam Filter
Our email spam filtering system is a continuously updated, multi-layered process that eliminates 98% of all spam with near zero false positives.

Layer 1: The Gateway Scan
As soon as an email arrives, the sending IP address is compared to an aggregated spam blacklist compiled from multiple spammer tracking
systems. Our gateway servers also analyze the email message in the context of other arriving mail. If a large number of emails are coming
simultaneously from a single IP or are addressed to random addresses that do not exist in our system, it could signify a spam attack and the
email will be blocked. If the sending address is from a domain in our system but the mailbox does not exist, the email will be blocked. This last
case is called "spoofing" and it is the reason you may have received spam from your own email address or domain.

Layer 2: Cloudmark*reg; Scan
All email is scanned by Cloudmark's industry leading spam detection software. Cloudmark uses Advanced Message Fingerprinting™ to detect
spam, phishing, and viruses. Instead of relying on a spam blacklist, Advanced Message Fingerprinting examines algorithm patterns that
expose spam across all languages and character formats. These patterns are updated every 60 seconds based on worldwide feedback loops
and the latest spammer tactics.

Layer 3: The Message Sniffer Scan
Email is then scanned with Message Sniffer from ARM Research Labs. Message Sniffer relies on pattern recognition and machine learning
technology to detect spam and malware. It searches the entire message for spam, virus, and malware features including unusual headers,
structural artifacts, message source behaviors, obfuscation techniques, email and URL targets, binary and image signatures, unusual code
fragments, and even coding styles.

Spam filtering is included at no additional cost with all Secure Instamail Email and Microsoft Exchange accounts.
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Virus Protection
Approximately 2% of all incoming email messages are viruses. Instamail Email & Apps leads the email hosting industry with strong, multistage, server-level virus detection. Our antivirus protection begins with several important pre-scanning stages, followed by a continuously
updated virus scanning stage. More than 100,000 virus-infected emails are blocked by our systems every day. During new virus outbreaks, this
number can spike to over 1 million per day. The virus scanning system has been designed to handle these extreme spikes for extended
periods of time, scanning every single email without mail delivery delays.

Email Antivirus Process
Our antivirus system scans all inbound and outbound emails using a multi-stage process. The process is broken down into the following four
stages:

Stage 1: Restricted Attachments
Virus protection starts with scanning messages for dangerous types of file attachments. Dangerous files are those that can execute code,
which can be used by malicious persons to spread viruses or do harm to your computer. Restricted file types include, but are not limited to,
program files (.exe, .com), script files (.bas, .vbs, .js), and shortcuts to files (.lnk, .pif). When an email is sent or received that contains a
restricted file attachment, the email is rejected and the sender receives a "bounced" email notification informing them of the restriction.

Stage 2: Normalization
This stage of the email antivirus process searches for email formatting vulnerabilities that can be used by viruses to hide from virus scanners. If
any vulnerability is found, our system corrects the formatting of the message so that it can be thoroughly scanned for viruses. This is called
"normalizing" the message, and most notably this process protects against all known Microsoft Outlook security threats.

Stage 3: Decompression
Next, if the email contains any compressed attachments such as zip files, the compressed attachments are temporarily unzipped so that the
contents can be scanned for viruses. Many of today's viruses use compression as a way to sneak their way past virus scanners, sometimes
even compressing themselves in several layers to try to hide from scanners. If an attachment cannot be decompressed, such as might be the
case with password protected zip files, the original file is scanned for virus signatures that occur within compressed attachments.

Stage 4: Virus Scan
After the above preprocessing is complete, an email antivirus scanner is used to scan the email and all of its uncompressed attachments.
Everything is scanned to ensure maximum protection against new virus threats. ClamAV (www.clamav.net) is the current scanner of choice,
although our system was designed to be able to plug-in any virus scanner on the market, should the need to do so arise. Updated virus
definitions are automatically pushed to our system. This gives our customers protection from new viruses within minutes. Virus definitions are
updated hourly. In contrast, most desktop and server anti-virus programs are configured to check for new virus signatures only once per day.

Virus protection is included at no additional cost with all SecureInstamail Email and Microsoft Hosted Exchange accounts.
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